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With the development of science and technology, mobile communication 
technology develops more and more quickly. In this condition, mobile communication 
technology which only serviced as call before could not satisfy the needs of people 
any more. Thus, people begin to seek for new fields for it. The technology of Mobile 
intelligent device development and application are incorporated into lots of domains, 
such as mobile commerce, mobile affairs etc. 
 Because of the timeliness of mobile communication, mobile business users can 
accurately communicate with objects in first time, and exchange information with 
business information data center via mobile communications, which is helpful to slip 
the leash of fixed equipment and network environment, and maximize galloping 
across the free commercial space. Application development, based on mobile platform, 
gradually has won more and more market demands. 
In recent years, Competition in clothing and leather goods industries is growing 
fiercer, in order to control the inventory, make a good order is the key. How to get a 
good quality and right amount goods are what the clothing company and dealer 
concern about. As an important marketing methods，order-placing meeting has 
attached great importance among many brand operators. Different types of software 
systems were emerged in recent years to cope with the unique needs of ordering 
management. As it were, these software satisfied the requirements of the ordering 
management system but didn’t resolve the efficiency and accuracy problems effectively 
until now. 
Based on the Windows Mobile operating system on handheld terminal equipment, 
this thesis will develop, design and implement a set of handheld electronic terminals 
ordering management system which realized the projects of basic data 
synchronization, data synchronization upload management, customer order 
management, customer order management and so on. What’s more, the technique 















communication, real-time one-dimensional or two-dimensional bar code scanning 
technology will be mainly solved in this paper with the new system. Above all, handheld 
electronic terminals ordering management system has solved the efficiency problem of the 
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电子订货会与传统的订货会的主要功能区别和优势如表 1.1 所示： 
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